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Zero-Phonon Linewidth and Phonon Satellites in the Optical Absorption
of Nanowire-Based Quantum Dots
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The optical properties of quantum dots embedded in a catalytically grown semiconductor nanowire are
studied theoretically. In comparison to dots in a bulk environment, the excitonic absorption is strongly
modified by the one-dimensional character of the nanowire phonon spectrum. In addition to pronounced
satellite peaks due to phonon-assisted absorption, we find a finite width of the zero-phonon line already in
the lowest-order calculation.
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Decoherence in semiconductor heterostructures such as
quantum dots are of central importance due to their use in
advanced photonic structures such as emitters of single and
entangled photons [1,2] for quantum cryptography and in
photonic crystals for solid state cavity QED [3]. In par-
ticular, the stochastic modulation of the phase by a bath
via electron-phonon scattering constitutes an important
source of optical decoherence. In this Letter, we show
that the dimensionality of the semiconductor structure
embedding the quantum dot essentially affects the dephas-
ing properties.

Catalytically grown semiconductor nanowires [4] allow
for the inclusion of quantum dots which exhibit a zero-
dimensional density of states as probed by conductance
measurements [5,6]. Here, we focus on the optical absorp-
tion line shape of the transition between the highest
valence-band state and the lowest conduction-band state
within the quantum dot (the lowest quantum confined
interband transition in the dot), where a clear signal from
the bound exciton can be observed in the photolumines-
cence spectrum [7]. Intensive single-photon emission was
demonstrated suggesting potential applications in quantum
information processing of nanowire-based quantum dots
[8].

The optical absorption of electromagnetic radiation by
this two-level transition is mediated via a coherent super-
position of the initial and final state, the polarization. The
temporal coherence decay of the polarization (dephasing
time) is directly reflected in the line shape of the optical
absorption as a function of frequency. For quantum dots,
the discreteness of energy levels does not allow for stan-
dard scattering transitions known from bulk material,
where the phonon energy matches the energy difference
between initial and final states. Thus, long dephasing times
of several hundred picoseconds have been observed [9] in a
sample of self-organized quantum dots [10]. In addition,
calculations for such structures show that scattering of
electrons with phonons of the embedding material leads

to sidebands in the excitonic spectra which are due to
phonon-assisted processes occurring on a shorter time
scale [11–15], features which have also been observed
experimentally [9,16,17]. The width of the central absorp-
tion peak itself, the zero-phonon line, is an issue of par-
ticular interest, as standard approaches such as the
independent Boson model [11,18–20] provide a zero width
in contrast to the experimental findings [9,21]. These
works focused on quantum dots embedded in a bulk system
as appropriate for the self-organized dots addressed in the
experiment [9]. In addition, etched mesas with small diam-
eters down to the 200 nm range have been studied, where
the change in zero-phonon linewidth was attributed to
phonon scattering at the etched walls [22,23].

In contrast, we are focusing here on dots embedded in
catalytically grown nanowires with a diameter in the 50 nm
range. These wires have a very regular structure [24], and
thus we expect significantly longer lifetimes for the quasi
one-dimensional phonon modes. We show that the dimen-
sionality of the phonon spectrum essentially modifies the
optical absorption of the embedded quantum dot. In par-
ticular, for nanowire-based quantum dots, a finite width of
the zero-phonon line is found within the independent
Boson model.

We approximate the hexagonal GaAs nanowires [25] to
be cylindrical with a radius of 25 nm and evaluate the
phonon spectrum for the nanowires within an isotropic
continuum model following Ref. [26]. This geometry re-
sults in a classification of the phonon modes by a one-
dimensional Bloch vector q and a multitude of modes
numbered by � with increasing energy. The resulting dis-
persion !q� is shown in Fig. 1, where we restricted to the
compressional modes, as only those couple via the
electron-phonon deformation potential interaction to the
radially symmetric electron states considered below.

Several modes of the phonon spectrum are shown in
Fig. 2. Modes 1, 2, 4, and 6 are essentially axial modes,
where the elongation is parallel to the wire, while modes 3
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and 5 exhibit a significant radial part as well. For a finite
wave vector, both types mix, which is of particular rele-
vance for modes 2 and 3, as well as 5 and 6, which are
degenerate at q � 0.

We calculate the absorption from the independent Boson
model following Refs. [11,18–20,27]. For a �-shaped laser
pulse applied at t � 0, the polarization p�t� between the
electron and hole evolves as
 

p�t� � p�0�e�i!rent exp
�
�
X
q�

jgq�x j2

@
2!2

q�

�
4nq�sin2

!q�t

2

� 1� e�i!q�t
��

(1)

for t > 0, where nq� is the phonon distribution given by the

Bose-Einstein distribution nq� � �e@!q�=kBT � 1��1. The
coupling to the phonons renormalizes the transition fre-
quency to

 @!ren � Ee � Eh � ECoulomb �
X
q�

jgq�x j2

@!q�
; (2)

where Ee and Eh are the single-particle electron and hole
ground state energy, respectively, and ECoulomb is the ex-
citon binding energy. @!ren is used as the reference point
for the frequency detuning in the following absorption
spectra. The coupling to the phonons is reflected by the
coupling elements

 gq�x �
Z
d3r�Dcj�e�r�j2 �Dvj�h�r�j2�r � uq��r� (3)

which is the difference between the coupling of the elec-
tron and the hole to the respective phonon mode within the
deformation potential interaction. We use the interaction
parameters Dc � �14:6 eV and Dv � �4:8 eV for the
conduction and valence band, respectively. uq��r� is the
normalized elongation field of the phonon mode. The
wave functions for the electron (e) and hole (h) state are
modeled by spherical Gaussian wave functions ���r� /
e��r

2�z2�=2a2
� with ae � 5:8 nm and ah � 3:19 nm like in

Ref. [12]. As the polarization, Eq. (1), is the response to a
�-signal, its Fourier transformation provides the complex
susceptibility ��!� which yields the absorption spectrum
via its imaginary part [28].

The resulting absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 3
both for bulk and wire phonons using identical parameters.
For bulk phonons, we find a sharp zero-phonon line, which
is here artificially broadened by introducing a finite decay
time. This can be motivated by spontaneous recombination
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FIG. 2 (color online). Radial (ur) and axial (uz) amplitudes as
a function of the radial coordinate r for the first six modes of the
dispersion relation from Fig. 1. The amplitudes are displayed for
q � 0:003=nm.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Absorption versus detuning from the
renormalized transition energy for a spherical quantum dot for
different temperatures. Left: bulk phonons (as in Ref. [12]),
right: wire phonons from Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Dispersion relation @!q� for the acoustic phonons in a
cylindrical GaAs nanowire with a radius of 25 nm. (Parameters:
mass density � � 5370 kg=m3, longitudinal sound velocity
vL � 4780 m=s, transverse sound velocity vT � 2560 m=s).
Only the compressional modes are shown.
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or temperature-dependent broadening mechanisms dis-
cussed in the literature recently for acoustic [27,29,30] or
optical [31,32] phonons. In addition to the zero-phonon
line, rather flat absorption features (sidebands) are present
for detunings @j!�!renj & 1 meV. In contrast, for wire
phonons, we find distinct satellite peaks in the sidebands
(i) and a finite width of the zero-phonon line without any
artificial broadening (ii), which constitute the two central
results of this article: (i) Let us first focus on the satellite
peaks, which are similar to the result of calculations for a
slab-geometry [33]. Figure 4 shows that the peaks in the
absorption are related to the extrema in the phonon disper-
sion. At these extrema, the phonon density of states has
singularities. However, not all phonon modes contribute, as
their coupling elements differ. For example, the fourth
mode is of axial character, i.e., uq��r� 	 u0�r�ezeiqz in
cylindrical coordinates (r; z) with the radial and longitudi-
nal coordinates of the wire r and z, respectively, see Fig. 2.
Thus, the divergence vanishes with q for q! 0, and so
does the corresponding exciton coupling matrix element
gq�x , as shown in Fig. 4(c). Thus, this mode couples only
weakly to the exciton wave function around its extremum
at q � 0, and subsequently only a weak peak is observed in
the absorption. In contrast, the fifth mode is of radial
character leading to a finite exciton coupling matrix ele-
ment for q! 0 and a strong peak in the absorption. The
second phonon mode is of particular interest, as it is of
axial nature for q! 0, where the coupling vanishes.
However, due to mixing with mode 3 at finite q, its fre-

quency decreases with q for small q, and the minimum of
frequency occurs at finite q where its density of states
exhibits a singularity. Here, the exciton coupling matrix
element is finite so that a strong peak is visible in the
absorption. (ii) Now we turn to the broadening of the
zero-phonon line: The first phonon mode �� � 1� is the
only mode which extends to !! 0, where it describes a
wave of elongations in z direction traveling along the wire:
 

uq1�r� 	
q!0 Nq

��
1� �

q2r2

2

�
ez � i�qrer �O�q3�

�
eiqz;

(4)

where � is the Poisson number, which is the ratio between
transverse contraction and longitudinal elongation in the
direction of the stretching force. In the limit q! 0, it has a
linear dispersion !q1 � v1q with v1 �

���������
E=�

p
, where E is

the Young modulus and � the mass density [34]. The
proper normalization [18] leads to

 Nq �

���������������������
@

2LA�!q1

s
�1�O�q2R2�� (5)

with the wire area A and the normalization length L for the
phonon modes. Equation (3) yields

 gq1
x 	 iq

���������������������
@

2LA�!q1

s
�Dc �Dv��1� 2�� for q! 0:

(6)

Furthermore, in thermal equilibrium nq1 	 kBT=@!q1

holds for !q1 ! 0. For long times, we evaluate the con-
tribution to the dephasing in the exponential in Eq. (1)
analogously to Fermi’s golden rule:

 

4sin2 !q�t
2

!2
q�

	 2�t��!q��:

Together, this results in
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with

 � �
kBT�Dc �Dv�

2�1� 2��2

2A�v3
1@

2 : (8)

Thus, Eq. (1) exhibits in the long-time limit an exponential
decay of the polarization p�t� 	 e��t. For an isotropic
material (as assumed in our numerical calculations), we
have

 � �
v2
L � 2v2

T

2�v2
L � v

2
T�
;

E
�
�
v2
T�3v

2
L � 4v2

T�

v2
L � v

2
T

;

providing a full width at half maximum of 2@� �
0:44 	eV
 T=K for the absorption peak in agreement
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Part of the absorption spectrum of the
quantum dot embedded in a wire at 40 K. (b) Details of the
phonon spectrum from Fig. 1 at relevant energies. (c) Magnitude
of the exciton coupling for the second, fourth, and fifth mode.
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with the numerical data shown above. This finite width is in
contrast to the case of three-dimensional phonons
[11,19,20], where the q2 factor from the three-dimensional
q integral does not allow for any contribution to the zero-
phonon line.

For our calculations, we considered the phonon spec-
trum of ideal nanowires. For real structures, the presence of
the heterostructure will modify the phonon spectrum, thus
possibly changing the location of the satellite peaks.
However, the qualitative nature of the acoustic branch for
small wavelengths will not be affected. Thus, the broad-
ening mechanism of the zero-phonon line should be robust,
albeit a quantitative change in the width may occur.

In conclusion, we have calculated the quasi one-
dimensional phonon spectrum of a GaAs nanowire and
studied its impact on the excitonic absorption of an em-
bedded quantum dot. We find pronounced satellite peaks in
the absorption spectrum matching extrema in the phonon
dispersion, provided that the corresponding phonon mode
has a nonvanishing radial part. In addition, a finite width of
the zero-phonon line of the order of 0:5 	eV
 T=K is
induced due to the wire elongation mode even for an
infinite phonon lifetime. This is larger than the total width
observed in quantum dots embedded in bulk material [21]
for T < 40 K. Thus, this effect provides an essential limit
for the coherence lifetime of excitons in nanowire-based
quantum dots.
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